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City street lamp management system
Sunnytek Robusta street lamps can be 
equipped with a special option to get full control 
over all lamps in a city by a web based 
supervising system. The solution have several 
functions and options and is wireless by Radio 
control and web access points.

Features of Smart City lamp control system

* Wireless by radio and no cables outside lamp. Reduce electrical problems and lightning a lot.
* Supervising and control by web interface to a control centre or by a mobile phone for service
* Smart sensors can control system and change settings on preset parameters
* Lamp on and off , dimming , PIR sensors , energy monitoring , traffic flow feed back etc.
* Faulty reporting and watch function with messaging to service staff by mobile phone 
* One branch node control 250 street lamps within 1000 meter distance ( 2000 meter diameter circle)
* Google map compatible maps and integration
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Typical city lamp set up of a system
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Branch Node     This 
device is a central / 
master unit for up to 
256 lamps. It is 
installed in one 
Robusta lamp and 
communicates by 
GSM phone 
communication to the 
Trunk Node where a 
computer links to 
web. This makes all 
very simple and no 
extra cables are 
needed. No internet 
is needed at this 
point is needed and 
here GSM / GPRS is 
far more flexible. This 

unit have a photo cell 
that is adjustable and can turn on all lamps 
based on ambient light. Range is typically 1 KM 
in dense towns and up to 8 KW at line of sight 
installations.
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Components at each led lamp.

Each lamp have 2 components 
for working in a city lamp net.

LED driver is the power supply 
for the led emitter and it 
operates on main voltage 
cables. Leds needs constant 
current driver and this makes this control correct.
LED driver have main pipit cable + a communication cable to 
radio unit to work.  Functions makes it possible to turn lamp on and off but also to change outputs from zero 
to 100% full power. There are several sizes of drivers to cower all from 25W to 110W in electrical input for 
driver. The led driver do also have power for the radio communication systems and its PLC controller.

Radio node    This is the radio unit with its electronics to talk with the branch node. It is one unit per lamp 
and it get power from led driver  by the cable used for communication. Range is 1 Km in city environment 
but can be 8 km with line of sight. All systems use the standard WIMAC protocol.

Software package for Smart city system.

Control software is installed in a central PC system and 
talks with branches and nodes by WEB / GSM /GPRS 
interface. It is possible to control and check all lamps and 
their services individually.It is possible to get full statics 
about each lamp.

Broken lamps and problems can activate a message function so 
service staff have an alarm and details on a mobile phone.
Sensors that control lamp systems can be controlled and checked and 
adjusted on demand

Software includes maps ( Google Map standard ) and shows 
information about system and how all works just now.

Software have a complete service package with remote web service 
and back up by staff 24/7.
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